CuisinArt Golf Resort
& Spa
900 Ton Cooling

Background:
CuisinArt Golf Resort & Spa is located on the remote Caribbean
Island of Anguilla. The resort consists of 93 luxurious guest rooms and
suites with central cooling. The six luxury villas range from 900 to 7500
square feet and offer privacy while being only steps from the resort
facilities.

Location:
Cooling Tons:
Application:
System Design:

The resort has a unique hydroponic farm and organic gardens which 		
provide fresh herbs and vegetables daily, a full-service spa, salon, fitSystem Pumping:
ness center and two miles of white sand beaches. The island boasts of
the artist talents of the indigenous Arawak Indians.
Modules:

Manufacturer of Integrated Central Plants

Anguilla Island, BWI
900
Resort HVAC Application
Comfort Cooling
Domestic Hot Water
Variable Primary Flow
Two
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The central plant upgrade at CuisinArt Golf Resort & Spa presented several
challenges. First, the resort could only be shut down for a short period of
time during which the chilled water piping, several air handlers, chilled
water coils, and the central plant all needed to be upgraded or replaced.
The resort had a tight deadline because ABC was to begin filming for the
television show “The Bachelor”. This meant that the entire system had
to be on line when the film crews arrived. To compound this problem, the
resort is located on a small island in the Caribbean and all skilled labor
and materials had to be brought in from the mainland. The resort was also
anticipating future expansion and the new central plant was to have the
capacity to efficiently handle both the existing and new cooling loads.
As the design team analyzed the situation, they came to realize that a
packaged central plant could really help make this a successful project.
They decided to go with a Chil-Pak® solution. The Chil-Pak® team would
build the entire central plant in an ISO 9001:2008 factory. This reduced the
on-site labor requirements and ensured that the central plant was built to
the project’s exacting requirements. Chil-Pak’s design team worked closely
with the consulting engineers and the installing contractor to layout the
plant so that all components could be easily serviced and the equipment
was simple to install.
The design flexibility and expertise of the Chil-Pak® team allowed for
the integration of Dunham Bush water cooled chillers (444 tons each)
with heat recovery into the modular central plant. These water cooled
chillers were replacing less efficient air cooled chillers. They also
provided most of the resort’s domestic hot water through the use of heat

Challenges:


Remote Location



Lack of Skilled Labor



Future Expansion



Tight Schedule



Resort visitors expect perfection



Corrosive Marine Environment



Hurricanes
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recovery bundles. The overall result was a tremendous reduction in total
power consumption and a significant reduction in electrical costs. The
central plant is less than a mile from the ocean and the area is subject
to hurricanes. Chil-Pak® provided special corrosion resistant coatings
designed for ships at sea and all internal equipment is inside an air
conditioned cabinet. The Chil-Pak® Packaged Plant is designed for a 30
year life even in the corrosive marine environment and the entire unit is
rated for 145 mph winds.
The schedule for the project was extremely aggressive. The Chil-Pak®
was to ship in 21 weeks after the submittals were approved and the
chiller lead time had slipped to 20 weeks. Chil-Pak® worked with the
chiller manufacturer and in the end, Chil-Pak® installed the heat recovery
bundles on the chillers in order to meet the project schedule. Once the
packaged plant arrived on Anguilla Island, a Chil-Pak® representative
was in attendance during the 13 mile trip to the Resort. Good advance
planning by the contractor meant that there were no problems with the
more than 100 places where electrical, phone, cable, and other wires
crossed the road.

Solutions:


Design Engineering Support



Off Site Construction



Redundant pumps with
Automatic Change Over

 Backup Chiller
 Corrosion Resistant Coatings

Once the unit was set and connected to the updated CHW piping, a ChilPak® technician started up the equipment, participated in commissioning
the modular chilled water sytem and provided operation and maintenance
training to the owner’s personnel. The team of owner’s representatives,
engineers, contractors and Chil-Pak® worked closely together and as a
result, the new central plant was online and cooling the resort well before
the film crews arrived to begin filming.
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